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JULIUS LIEBLEIN
Division of Tax Research
United States Treasury Department0The purpose of this paper is to build a statistical bridge between
distributions of taxpayers by statutory net income and of tcon-
sumer units', i.e., families and single consumers, by total money
income.' Like most bridges, this one can be used for a traverse
in either direction or for a meeting in the middle. That is, with
it the distribution of consumer units can be estimated from an
income tax distribution; a tax base can be estimated from a dis-
tribution of consumer units; and estimates of the distribution
by total money income or by net income can be made from in-
come tax data in combination with data from a consumer
income field study.
1SOURCES: BLS-BHE SURVEY AND STATISTICS OF INCOME
The tables that constitute this statistical, bridge were developed
by study of the urban and rural nonfarm sample data2 for 1941
collected in 1942 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bu-
reau of Home Economics in the Survey of Spending and Saving
in Wartime.3 They embody the corrections for interview-refusals
and substitutions made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the
preparation of its forthcoming report, and have been checked
against Statistics of Income for 1941, Part 1, based on income
tax returns.4
aNumber of family heads
A general impression of the reliability of the bridge data may
be gained by comparing the number of taxable family heads
estimated from the Survey sample with the data by net in-
1Sincethis paper was written the Individual Income Tax Act of 1944 has been
passed, substantially simplifying the individual income tax system. The far-
reaching effects of such changes will probably modify the applicability of some
considerations presented here; see the Appendix.
2Thenonfarm sample consisted of families and single persons selected from
urban and rural areas. The rural population was represented in the sample to a
different extent than urban dwellers and the combined data for nonfarm con-
sumers were obtained by weighting the figures for each group sepaiately and add-
ing the results. For a detailed discussion of the sample design used in the Survey,
see the forthcoming report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
3Inaccordance with the interviewers' pledge, the names and addresses of the
persons providing information are unknown to the Treasury. The income tax
estimates, therefore, come not from the actual tax returns filed (which were not
examined), but from reconstructions based on the summary figures suppLied to
the Division of Tax Research by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau
of Home Economics, containing no information identifying individual families.
For the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1941 that affect the data discussed in
this paper, see the Appendix.
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come brackets in Statistics of Income for 1941, Part i.5 The
sample yields some 950 thousand more taxable6 family heads
than those estimated from Statistics of Income (Table 1, line 9).
Owing to uncertainty about the combined incomes of husbands
and wives filing separately, the allocation of the discrepancy by
income brackets is uncertain; but most of it is probably below
the $3,000 net income boundary.7
A discrepancy of this sort and in this direction8 would natur-
ally be expected from the sample, for several reasons: (1) the
processing of the sample took account of only part of the de-
ductions, since the data contained no information on capital
losses, and since excise and sales taxes and certain other deduc-
tion items were so buried in the expenditure data as to be too
difficult to find ;9 (2) the sample yields rather high estimates of
entrepreneurial income relative to other sources; (3) the ascrip-
5 As used in this paper, 'family head' means either a married couple or an un-
married (or widowed or divorced) person maintaining dependents in his house-
hold. The income ascribed to the 'family head' includes the income of husband
and wife, all property income received by the family (since the data do not per-
mit allocation among the members), and earnings of dependent minors. Minors
earning over $400 are treated, however, as emancipated de facto, and thus as
family members having separate incomes and 'potential tax returns'. All deduc-
tions for the family are ascribed to the head.
6 With respect to nontaxable returns, Statistics of income is presumably incom-
plete from $2,000 downward since incomes below $1,500 were exempt from
filing requirements. In the $2,000-3,000 net income bracket, Statistics of income
shows 1.657 million nontaxable joint returns, etc., to which should be added
about .01 million separate-husband returns, and from which should be subtracted
an unknown number of farm returns. The sample gives 1.05 million. In the
$3,000-4,000 bracket, Statistics of income shows about 0.03 million, the sample
about 0.04. In the $2,000-3,000 bracket differences in taxable and nontaxable re-
turns are thus in opposite directions; the sample shows 6.1 million taxable and
nontaxable combined, while Statistics of income (with subtraction of taxable
but not of nontaxable farmers) shows about 6.1 million also.
The tax incentive to file separately in 1941 began at $3,500 of combined net
income for couples without dependents, $3,900 for couples with one dependent,
$4,300 for couples with two dependents, etc; so that almost all separate returns
must be allocated to groups above $3,000.
S Oddly enough, the number of nonfarm family heads who reported to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Home Economics that they had made payments
on 1941 taxes in early 1942 indicated some 0.8 million fewer taxable heads than
the number in Statistics of income. This probably indicates that many who paid
did not report. For nearly half the cases reported, however, tax payments imply
a tax liability within 1 percent of the net income of the liability estimated from
1941 income and expenditure data.
Allowing 2percentof net income for deductions not specifically accounted for
inthe study: i.e., taxes other than personal, interest, and contributions, reduced
the number taxable about 0.4 million. For the effect of such an allowance on
aggregate taxable income, see note 13.TABLE 1
Number of Taxable Nonf arm Family Heads
Estimated from Statistics of Income and from the BLS-BHE
Survey Sample, 1941
(millions)
NET JNCOME PER FAMILY HEAD
$2,000 $2,001 $3,001 $4,001 $5,000
& - & Over
undera 3,0004,0005,000under $5,000Total
1 From survey sampleb2.325.041.490.549.390.8610.25
On basis of
Statistics of income:
2 Heads represented by
joint returns, etc. (from
Statistics of Income)c2.254.621.360.408.630.81C945
Minus:
3 Estimated taxable farm
family headsd 0.140.180.080.050.450.03 0.48
Equals:
4 Nonfarmheadsallo-
cable with certainty by
net income 2.114.441.280.358.180.78 8.97
Plus:
5 Headsnotallocable
with certaintye e e C C C C O.33e
Equals:
6 Totalnonf arm heads
taxable 9.30







of doubtful casese 0.020.040.100.120.280.05 0.33
Equals:
9 Net excess 0.190.560.110.070.930.03 0.95
Since figures are rounded, they will not always add to totals.
a Returns on Form 1040A (tabulated by gross rather than net income) are classi-
fled as above or below $2,000 net income on the assumption that net is 95 percent
of gross, using linear interpolation.
b See App. Table 1.
CIncludesjoint returns, separate returns of husband or wife where other spouse
has no separate income, and incomes of unmarried (chiefly widowed and di-
vorced) persons heading families. Husbands filing separate returns with separate
incomes exceeding $5,000 are also included (since combination with their wives
incomes must mean an increase). Community-property husbands are included and
tabulated on the assumption that the combined income of husband and wife is
double the husband's separate income.
d Based on distribution of farm family heads reporting to the Bureau of Home
Economics in June 1942 that they had paid (1941) federal income taxes in 1942;
net income calculated from tax paid in light of family structure.
Notes to Table 1 concluded on page 240.240 PARTIX
don in the sample study of all earnings of unemancipated
minors to parents, though in accordance with the law and regu-
lations, may not accord with the practice of taxpayers.1°
These factors probably explain about half the excess of .95
million (Table 1, line 9)—net of a rough allowance for the
small effects of the omission of capital gains and underreport-
ing of property income in the family income sample data. The
standard error of the sample estimate, 10.25 million heads, is
about .4 million,11 which is approximately the same as the re-
maining difference. Accordingly, it is not unlikely that the dis-
crepancy is an accident of sampling; though there remains a
rather weak presumption that some hundreds of thousands of
taxable family heads reported themselves nontaxable or failed
to file returns. Neither the comparison of numbers nor of tax-
able amounts lends any substantial support to the view that
taxpayers who file taxable returns have any marked tendency
to understate their incomes; at least any large understatement
would apparently occur in tax returns and family income data
alike.
bEstimated taxable income of family heads
In estimating the amount of taxable income shown by the
sample, it is of course necessary to exclude the open-end bracket
with net incomes over $5,000, since the sample cannot yield a
reliable average net income for this bracket. For the aggregate
taxable income below $5,000, however, one would expect an
estimate more accurate than for the number of taxpayers, since
for the marginal cases, presumably, net income and exemption
are approximately equal (Table 2), so that relatively little
taxable income is involved. At first glance, the discrepancy
seems serious; the 'net excess' below $5,000 in taxable income
10 Under the Individual Income TaxActof 1944thisdifficulty does not arise,
since the earnings of all minors are treated as part of their gross income, not as
part of their parents' gross income; see the Appendix.
11 See Appendix Table 5 for the general magnitude of the standard error to be
associated with the different numbers of persons or returns estimated from the
sample.
Notes to Table 1 concluded:
e Husbands below $5,000 of separate net income whose wives also filed returns,
allocated by estimated combined net income of husband and wife. Allocation is
frankly arbitrary; it is simply one of a large group of allocations compatible with
data for aggregate incomes of husbands and wives filing separately, chosen to
minimize the net excess in net incomes of $3,000-5,000.TABLE 2
Aggregate Taxable Incomea of Nonfarm Family Heads
Estimated from Statistics of Income and from the Survey, 1941
(billions)
NET INCOME PER FAMILY HEAD
$2,000 $2,001 $3,001 $4,001 $5,000
& &Over
underb 3,0004,0005,000under $5,000Total
1 Survey samplec 0.523.512.421.307.75 C C
Onbasis of
Statistics of Income:
2 Taxable income repre-
sented by joint returns,
etc. (from Statistics of
Income)d. e 0.493.232.041.006.768.7615.52
Minus:
3 Taxable income repre-
sented by farm tam-
iliese 0.030.130.120.120.400.18 0.58
Equals:
4 Taxable income of non-
farm family beads allot
cable with certainty by
net income 0.463.101.920.886.368.5814.94
Plus:
5 Taxable income not al-
locable with f f t I f0.78
Equals:
6 Total taxable income of
family heads 15.72




line4) 0.060410.500.421.39 C C
Minus:
8 Hypothetical allocation
of doubtful amount10.010.040.190.340.580.20 0.78
Equals:
9 Net excess 0.050.370.310.080.81 C C
Sincefigures are rounded, they will not always add to totals.
a Excess of net income over exemption and credit for dependents—'surtax net
income.
b Returns on Form 1040A (tabulated by gross rather than net income) are classi-
fled as above or below $2,000 of net income on the assumption that net is 95
percent of gross, using linear interpolation.
CBasedon assignment of arbitrary averages of net income for each income bracket
in each exemption-status group. 'Over $5,000' not estimated for reasons stated
in text.
ciNetincome minus sum of exemptions and credits for dependents for all family
heads covered in line 2 of Table 1.
e Obtained by assigning arbitrary average incomes and exemptions to all cases in
the corresponding lines of Table 1.
Taxable income of husbands and wives filing separate returns with separate net
incomes below $5,000. Allocation is by assignment of arbitrary average incomes
and exemptions to all heads in line 5 of Table 1. See also Table 1, note e.242 PART IX
(Table 2, line 9) is 10 percent, the same as the excess in the
number of taxable heads (Table 1). But for some reason,
Statistics of Income for 1941, Part 1, yields an underestimate of
1941 tax liability, as indicated by actual collections, that is of
the same general magnitude as the difference, a considerable
part of which must lie below the $5,000 boundary.12 Further-
more, an allowance of 2 percent of net income as estimated
from the sample for deductions not dealt with in processing the
sample would reduce apparent taxable income about $0.5 bil-
lion.'3 Accordingly, the apparent overestimate from the sample
is readily explained.
While this comparison does indicate certain limitations, there
is nothing about it to disturb our confidence in the general re-
liability of the 1941 income and expenditure data or of Statistics
of income data—or in the honesty of taxpayers. In view of the
sampling limitations of the Survey and the fact that in the
reconciliation process each set of materials was handled strictly
in the light of internal evidence without any conscious effort to
improve the matching (except for the hypothetical allocation
12 Statistics of income shows an aggregate tax liability for all taxpayers under
the Individual Income Tax for 1941 of $3,908 million—about 17 percent of
aggregate surtax net income.
Collections of'current'(i.e.,1941)taxes during 1942, according tothe
Treasury Bulletin, were $3,905million.But they must have accounted for a good
deal less than the total liability on 1941 incomes, for several reasons: (1) A
substantial sum was collected as 'back taxes' on 1941 incomes during 1943 and
1944. Total 'back taxes' on individual incomes in 1943 were $290 million, a
large proportion of which must have been on 1941 account. (2) Men inducted
into the armed forces before December 1942 acquired the right to defer any un-
paid portion of 1941 taxes until after their demobilization. (3) Obviously a
small fraction of each year's tax liability must eventually prove uncollectible be-
cause of insolvencies, disappearances, etc. The collection record suggests a tax
liability exceeding that in Statistics of income by something on the order of $200
million, or 5 percent—probably more rather than less. Since we do not know
where on the scale of progressive tax rates this additional liability falls, the
corresponding amount to taxable income cannot be estimated with any precision,
but it may be placed as of the general order of magnitude of $1.0 billion.
Since the reported total number of taxable returns rests on an actual count
made in the office of each Collector of Internal Revenue, this difference in ap-
parent tax liability cannot be traced to the total number taxable. Part may be due
to sampling errors in allocating the total number taxable by income brackets,
however, and in estimating credits for dependents (see Sec. 2b). Part undoubt-
edly can be traced to additional assessments on the basis of information at source,
audit, and supplementary information supplied by taxpayers—most of which took
place after the sample for Statistics of income had been drawn.
13 More precisely, such an adjustment would involve $0.08 billion below $2,000
of net income, and $0.26, $0.10, and $0.05 billion, respectively, for the $2,000-
3,000, $ 3,000-4,000, and $4,000-5,000 brackets.FAMILY INCOME AND THE TAXBASE 243
of couples filing separate returns), the reconciliation is reason-
ably close for family heads.
cNumber of single consumers
A similar comparison for single consumers reveals a discrep-
ancy so marked that the single consumer data from the Survey
of Spending and Saving cannot be accepted as building a statis-
tical bridge comparable to that developed for families. Statistics
of income for 1941, Part 1, Table 5, shows 4,216 thousand men
and 2,981thousandwomen as taxable in 1941 under 'Not heads
of families'. These 7,197thousandinclude both single consum-
ers and family members who for tax purposes are treated as
single. The sample (see App. Table 1) indicates only 5,450
thousand such taxable 'single' persons, or 'single taxpayers', of
whom only 1,980 thousand are single consumers. Since the in-
come data for family heads match Statistics of Income data so
well, it would seem that most of the missing 1,747 thousand
are likely to be single consumers rather than family members.'4
As the Bureau of Labor Statistics points out in its forthcom-
ing report, a number of single persons were missed in the 1942
field survey—in particular, single consumers of 1941 who en-
tered the armed forces in 1941 or early 1942; workers in lumber
camps, or on ships, and probably some residents of trailer and
mining camps, hotels, and lodging houses. A field sample of
single consumers that would match tax data could probably be
obtained only if the sampling procedure were modified and the
degree of mobility were lower than that prevailing in this
period.
2THE STATISTICAL BRIDGE
aOver-all data for nonf arm family members
The 27.9 million nonfarm families in the country yield 36.6
million 'potential income tax returns' (Tables 3 and 4) •15
14Since,in the sample, only earnings can be allocated among family members, a
certain amount of dividends, interest, rents, etc., belonging to family members
who might file single person returns is erroneously attributed to the family head.
But it is hard to believe that many family members whose separate earnings were
below the taxable limits had earniAgs and property income combined that was
taxable.
15Formaximum utilization of the sample data the cross-tabulations are presented
on a mandatory-return basis, which assumes that every person over 18, except
the spouse of a family head, regardless of income, and every emancipated minor








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































come recipients are appreciably more numerous, as wives and
dependent minors with separate incomes are here treated as
adjuncts to the 'family head'. Potential returns per family rise
as we go up the family money income scale, for two reasons.
First, the proportion of families with more than one potential
return rises with family income.'6 Second, the average number
of potential returns in families with more than one return also
rises.17
In consequence chiefly of this splintering of income among
family members, the 1,430 thousand families with $5,000 or
over total money income produced (according to the sample)
only 910 thousand returns with over $5,000 net income, to-
gether with 1,740 thousand returns with lower net income (see
Table 3). At the other end of the income scale, of 15,230 thou-
sand potential returns with net income below $1,000 only 7,140
thousand originated in families with under $1,000 total money
income. Of 8,420 thousand potential returns from family heads
with less than $1,000netincome, 2,290 thousand originated
in families with over $1,000 total money income (Table 4).
Accordingly, it is grossly incorrect to think of a family as rep-
resented by a single return with a net income slightly below
its total money income; indeed, it is incorrect even to think of
the rank order of families by total money income as coinciding
with the rank order of their heads by net incomes.18
b Net income and exemption status
Since tax liability depends on both net income and exemption
status, it is of the essence to classify potential returns in this
16 See App. Table 2. Of families with less than $1,000 total money income, only
12 percent have more than one potential return, while of families with over
35,000, 48 percent have more than one. Needless to say, this is due in part to the
assumption that minors represent potential returns if (and only if) their earnings
were over $400—obviously unlikely to be true of families with very low total
income.
17 See App. Table 2 in conjunction with Table 3. There is a drop from 1.40 to
1.20 additional returns per family having such returns from the $0-999 to the
$1,000-1,999 bracket; but from there the ratio rises steadily to 1.79 in the over
$5,000 bracket.
18 This may be readily seen from Table 4. On the family money income scale, the
first 1,430 thousand of the 27,890 thousand rank numbers must be assigned to the
families with $5,000 or over total money income. On the net income scale for
family heads, the first 890 thousand are occupied by some of these family heads;
but 200 thousand have net income rank numbers between 890 and 1,430 thou-
sand; 70 thousand, between 1,430 and 2,960 thousand; 100 thousand, between



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































way. Unfortunately, the sample does not permit locating de-
pendents over 18 but physically or mentally incapacitated;'°
the one way to handle the matter is to suppose (with only ap-
proximate correctness) that 4ependent children under 18 make
up the whole body of dependents (Table 5).
The general accuracy of this tabulation may be checked in
both the Census of 1940 and Statistics of Income for 1941.
Judging from the Census,2° the sample credits potential tax-
payers with rather more dependents under 18 than actually
existed. On the other hand, Statistics of Income yields 0.65 as
the average number of dependents per taxable family head,
while the sample yields 0.66.Anyoverstatement in the number
of dependents under 18 claimed is apparently roughly 'offset
by incapacitated dependents over 18.
On the whole, families with more dependents were some-
what less likely to have very low net incomes. But by reason
of the additional $400 of tax-free net income allowed for each
additional dependent in 1941, the proportion taxable (see Table
6) is much lower among large families. While those with three
or more dependents made up 15percentof all family heads,
they made up only 4 percent of all taxable family heads, and
apparently none of the sample cases with 6 or more dependents
was taxable.
From Table 5 the difference in tax base that would arise from
any contemplated variation in exemptions and credits for de-
19 Under the new definition of dependent in the Individual Income Tax Act of
1944thisdifficulty does not arise; see the Appendix.
20 By number oi children under 18 the number of nonfarm families containing
more than one person is distributed as follows (in thousands):
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILY
Three
NoneOneTwo or more Total
Census as of April 1, 1940 md.
'subfamilies' 12,6266,0823,9873,56326,257
Estimate from sample, as of June 194113,0906,6404,1204,04027,890
The differences are partly conceptual and partly due to the presumptively fuller
coverage of children under 5 in the sample (see Bureau of Labor Statistics
Bulletin 724, pp. 22-3). Ott the other hand, a few children under 18 do not ap-
pear as 'dependents' in the sample because their earnings exceeded $400. The
difference between the Census and sample estimates of the number of children
is of the order of 2 million (out of a total over 30 million), and with all allow-
ances the sample estimate seems to be 2-5 percent high.
Census data are taken directly from Sixteenth Census—1940—Poftulation and
Housing: Families—Ge,wral Characteristics, pp. 10, 24, 28, except the figure

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pendentscan be estimated roughly. If the exemptions in ques-
tion do not happen to come out in multiples of $1,000 (1941
dollars), reasonably accurate interpolations can be made by
plotting graphs representing the various columns of the table.21
The result may readily be cast into the form of a surtax net in-
come table like Table 6.
3APPLICATIONS OF THE STATISTICAL BRIDGE
aDistribution of family heads by money income (tax data)
Since Statistics of income is an annual series, it has long been
tempting to compile from its tables an annual series of distribu-
tions of families and single consumers by size of total money
income; but conceptual differences have stood in the way. With
bridge tables such as those presented here, reasonable guesses
can be made, though for highly accurate results there ought in
principle to be a whole set of bridge tables representing different
levels of employment. The most serviceable table in this con-
nection is Table 4.
Basic Table 5 of Statistics of Income (the 'family relation-
ships' table) is the natural starting point. The first step is to
decide upon a level of net income regarded as equivalent to
$5,000 in 1941 dollars. The number of families whose heads
have net incomes above this level may be determined by adding
(and if need be, by interpolating) the number of returns in the
columns for 'joint returns, etc.' and for 'single persons, heads
of families', and allocating the couples filing community-prop-
erty returns and separate returns as well as possible by levels
of combined net income. Similarly, the number of family heads
may be estimated for net income ranges equivalent to $4,000-
5,000, $3,000-4,000, etc., of 1941 dollars. The distribution of
farm family heads by net income must be estimated from some
source or other and subtracted out; the residue will make up
the lower border (i.e., the column totals) of a table correspond-
ing to Table 4. Allowance must be made for incompleteness of
tax returns at the lower end of the net income scale; all columns
21Aconvenient system is to graph dollars per family vertically, cumulative num-
bers of families horizontally. On this basis, areas of course represent aggregate
sums of eiemptions used, income taxable, etc. For more detailed graphing, some
additional points may be obtained from Table 6, by adding to the surtax net
income per family head $1,500 for the exemption of the family head plus $400
per dependent.FAMILY INCOME AND THE TAX BASE 251
below $1,000 (or perhaps even $2,000) of net income must be
combined and an estimate of nonliling family heads in the re-
sulting combined column be added.
Once the lower border of the table is established, the column
totals may be allocated in the same proportions as in Table 4.
Addition across each line gives the desired estimate of the dis-
tribution by total family money income. If other sets of field
data can be processed to yield a conversion table in the form of
Table 4, the estimate can be improved by using the conversion
table derived from the most closely comparable year.
bDistri but ion of single consumers by money income
(tax data)
Statistics of Income gives also in Basic Table 5 a distribution by
net income of single persons not heads of families and married
persons not living with spouse. As noted above, this distribu-
tion includes both single consumers and family members tax-
able as single persons. If the number of family members can
be estimated, subtraction will yield the number of single con-
sumers in each net income bracket above the filing requirement.
For years in which the level of employment approximates that
of 1941, the distribution of such family members in Appendix
Table 4 may be used, with adjustment for the income levels
equivalent to the stated 1941 levels. Since there is no question
of the splintering of the income of single consumers among
several persons, a net income distribution for single consumers
may be converted into a distribution by total money income
without first-magnitude error by assuming each individual to
have average deductions.22
cEstimation of base from money income distributions
(survey data)
In view of the conceptual and quantitative differences between
total money income and statutory net income, and of the rich
22SeeApp. Table 3. The distribution of the single consumers tabulated by total
money income would have been much the same if estimated from the distribution
by net income on the supposition that every net income represented a total money
income about one-tenth higher. Under the 1944Act,below $5,000 of gross in-
come there will presumably be available—instead of a net income distribution of
single taxpayers—a distribution by 'adjusted gross income', which would prove
more useful; see the Appendix. Above the $5,000 level, the distribution may be
by net income, as heretofore, and possibly also by gross income'.252 PART IX
datain Statistics of Income, one would not ordinarily recom-
mend inferring the number of persons taxable and their taxable
income from the distribution of total money income as a method
of revenue estimation. But such an estimate of the number tax-
able may be useful (1)totest the compatibility of a given
distribution by money income with a given tax base estimate;
(2) to'estimate for a future period on the hypothesis of a par-
ticular type of change in income distribution; (3) to estimate
the effects of a radical reduction of exemptions, change in
income concept underlying taxes, or change in the concept of a
tax?ble 'income recipient'.
For such a purpose, the family conversion table (Table 4)
may be worked in reverse. The left column of the table form
(i.e., the line totals) may be filled in from the given distribu-
tion of family heads by total money income, with appropriate
allowance for the number of current dollars. regarded as equiv-
alent to a 1941 dollar. The line totals may then be distributed
among the cells in the proportions indicated in Table 4, and
column totals found by addition. The effect of family size
may be allowed for roughly by carrying the resulting figures for
the number of family heads in each net income bracket over
into a table in the form of Table 5, and allocating by number
of dependents within each net income bracket in the propor-
tions found there.28 Given such a cross-tabulation by net income
and exemption status, it is easy to estimate the amount of in-
come subject to tax.24
dEstimation of aggregate income in the open-end group
(survey and tax data)
So far, the discussion has dealt with one-way trips from one end
of the statistical bridge to the other. As mentioned at the out-
set, there is also the possibility of working from both ends to'
the middleof using the bridge material, both income tax and
field survey family income data, to make a 'best' estimate of the
distribution by total money income or of the distribution by net
income.
23Needlessto say, it cannot be guaranteed that the resulting numbers of family
heads with different numbers of dependents will add up to totals that correspond
reasonably well with the column totals of Table 5. If the discrepancy is acute,
adjustments will be necessary; unfortunately it seems impossible to avoid having
these adjustments become somewhat subjective.
24Asuitable method can readily be derived from the one described in note 19.FAMILY INCOME AND THE TAX BASE 253
On the net incothe side, the main advantage of such a com-
bination is to estimate the distribution of nontaxable incomes
at the lower end of the scale, below the reach of filing require-
ments and information at source. From Census, Social Security,
and other data the number of such incomes can be obtained
residually with moderate confidence. But their distribution by
income brackets (which affects their concentration near the tax
margin) can be obtained only by field studypossibly from
Social Security data. If field data, that gave highly reliable
sampling, results could be gathered in the $5,000-10,000 family
income range, it might be possible also to draw useful infer-
ences about the pairing of incomes! of husbands and wives filing
separate returns; but it is probably utopian to expect more of a
field study than sufficient data to give a reliable break at the
equivalent of $5,000 in 1941 dollars.
On the money income side, the aggregate income ascribable
to the open-end group at the upper end of the scale can never
be reliably measured by a field study since the sample in the
open-end group is inevitably so small that sampling accidents
governing the inclusion or exclusion of a few very high incomes
may shift the average drastically.25 On the other hand, the in-
come tax data provide aggregates of different types of income
and exemption which may be cumulated down from the top of
the income scale. From this data, supplemented by the bridge
material for families whose heads and/or other family members
have net incomes below the critical level while their family
money income is above it, an aggregate suitable for inclusion
in the family money income distribution may be built up.
It might be supposed that by combining the field study data
and income tax data in this manner, an aggregate income figure
could be obtained which after conceptual adjustments would
come reasonably near to the Department of Commerce esti-
mate of income payments.
It turns out, however, that this is not the case. The aggregate
income for 1941indicatedby the Survey alone falls considerably
short of the Commerce figure. The discrepancy might be ex-
pected to be attributed largely to the inadequacy of the Survey
data for upper income groups, say above $5,000 of family
25Forestimates of probable errors, see the forthcoming report of the Bureau of
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moneyincome, and might be thought to be eliminated if
Statistics of Income data for that income range are substi-
tuted for Survey data. The data from Statistics of Income
need to be adjusted as shown in the accompanying tabulation.
(billion)
Initial figure $11.3a
Net income of community-property families with separate net incomes
below & combined net incomes above $5,000
Net income of husbands & wives filing separate returns, with separate
incomes below & combined net incomes above $5,000 ,3c
Family members with family money income over $5,000, & with indi-
vidual net incomes below $5,000
Family heads I •74
Others 1.4e




Difference between net income & total money income
Total money income $16.7
a Compiled total from Statistics of Income for net income reported on all types
of returns with individual net income exceeding $5,000.
bNetincome of husbands and wives filing community-property returns with sepa-
rate net incomes of 32,500-5,000.
cProductof an estimated number of cases (see Table 1, line 8) of 50,000 and an
estimated average net income of $5,500-6,500.
d Frequencies from last line of Table 4 multiplied by arbitrary average net
incomes.
Frequencies from last line of App. Table 4 multiplied by arbitrary average net
incomes.
f Of the $0.3 billion total net income of single taxpayers in the $4,000-5,000
bracket in Statistics of Income, part must be excluded as representing family
members, and part as representing single consumers with total money income
under $5,000.
gSumof the foregoing.
iiDeductionsother than capital losses, less capital gains for taxpayers with
separate net incomes over $5,000 (adding $1.0 billion to the $11.3billioninitial
figure), plus 10 percent of the $3.9 billion of net income added to the initial
figure. The ratio of 10 percent is reached by dividing the excess of deductions
(excluding capital losses) over capital gains by aggregate net income for all tax-
payers with separate net incomes of $4,000-6,000, on the ground that the addi-
tional $3.9 billion of net income represents persons in about this range.
The last figure, however, is even less than the aggregateitself
an underestimatcfor this income class estimated from the
Survey.26 Hence, if the calculation is accepted, the striking con-
clusion follows: A considerable share of the aggregate income
one would expect in the light of the Department of Commerce
26TheSurvey does not pretend to have located more than about 90 percent of
the Department of Commerce aggregate (the latter measured after conceptual
adjustments), though the discrepancy might be narrowed somewhat if the low
Survey estimate of single consumers were raised substantially. For discussion of
this difference see the forthcoming report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.FAMILY INCOME AND THE TAX BASE 255
figures is not to be found when tax and field study data are
combined.
An estimate based on income tax data and Department of
Commerce aggregates thus tends to give residually an excessive
aggregate of income in the low brackets. On the other hand,
an estimate based on field data and Department of Commerce
aggregates tends to give residually an excessive aggregate of
income in the high brackets. The inference is either that both
tax and family income field data tend to understate income,27 or
that there is some element of duplication in the Department of
Commerce data, or both.
It is highly probable that scattered items over which indi-
vidual family members other than the head retain control are
underreported in both sets of data; e.g., earnings of minors,
income from roomers, scattered small dividend and interest re-
ceipts not reported at source, income from odd jobs, part-time
salesmanship, writing, lectures. Items subtracted at source from
earnings are also likely to be understated. But where the in-
visible income goes is still something of a mystery. Pending
further evidence, the investigator is well advised to admit he
cannot allocate all income, rather than introduce arbitrary allo-
cation adjustments. Future field studies should be so designed
as to reveal clues to the mystery.
•4CONCLUSIONS
1)For nonfarm family heads, the distiibution by net income
bracket in the bridge tables of this paper matches well enough
with corresponding data from Statistics of Income for 1941,
Part1,togive confidence in the reliability of the bridge tables
and in the general compatibility of the two sets of evidence.
2) Figures for single consumers, however, suggest that the
1941 consumer income and expenditure data for single persons
are not reconcilable with tax data.
3) By reason of the splintering of income among family mem-
bers, the number of consumer units whose total money income
exceeds a stated figure such as $5,000 is much larger than the
number of taxpayers whose net income exceeds that figure.
27FGrevidence that there is no major understatement on tax returns to which
family income studies are immune, see Sec. la, b.256 PARTEC
4) The rank order of family heads by net income (let alone by
taxable income) diverges very considerably from the rank order
by total family money income.
5) Even when both tax and family income field data are ex-
amined, a substantial residue of income payments remains un-
allocated, and there is a genuine mystery concerning the alloca-
bility of the Department of Commerce aggregates among con-
sumer units.
Appendix
EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAx OP 1944
(SIMPLIFICATION ACT)
The use of field data in conjunction with income tax statistics
naturally depends upon the particular tax systeth involved; in
the case of the bridge tables of this paper, that provided by the
Revenue Act of 1941. The Individual Income Tax Act of 1944
has made changes that will affect the problem considerably. A
few points are indicated above in notes; this Appendix gives a
more detailed account.
1SIMPLIFICATION OF THE CONCEPTOF 'DEPENDENT'
AND THE TREATMENT OF His INCOME
One major difficulty in analyzing the field data is to determine
for each family group the number of dependents and the part
of their income that should be assigned for tax purposes to the
person on whom they depend. So far as this difficulty is a ques-
tion of the allocation of property income, it arises from the
character of the field study data and may prove insurmountable.
But on the earnings side, the simplification brought about by
the 1944 Act will tend to cure it.
Under the new definition, any person closely related to and
receiving over half his support from a taxpayer 'for the cal-
endar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer begins'
may be claimed as a dependent, so long as the dependent's
gross income does not exceed $500. (If it exceeds $500, the
person in question would be under obligation to file a return,
and would be regarded as a separate taxpayer, not a depen-
dent.) The dependent's income need not be reported either byFAMILY INCOME AND THE TAX BASE 257
himself or by the taxpayer.1 Age and capacity for self-support
no longer have any bearing upon dependency. Incidentally, the
rule of support permits claiming as dependent a family mem-
ber (other than spouse) who was born or died during the year,
without reference to the proportion of the year he was alive.2
These rules make the analysis of family income schedules from
the tax standpoint very simple, and at the same time introduce
additional obstacles to the derivation of family income distribu-
tions from income tax data: The principal earner can. claim as
dependents all family members with individual gross incomes
below $500, and need not report any part of their share of in-
come. Family members receiving over $500 must be regarded as
separate potential taxpayers. In principle, some family mem-
bers receiving less might be ruled out as potential taxpayers on
the ground that their own small income provided over half
their support ;8 however, as this may not accord with the prac-
tice of taxpayers, this complication may be ignored.
1 A dependent who is entitled to a tax refund (having had wages subject to with-
holding or having paid estimated tax under a declaration that turned out to over-
state his income) may Me a return to recover this refund without prejudicing
his right to be claimed as a dependent. In such a case, the same person will pre-
sumably be represented in two places in the tax statistics: the income of the de-
pendent will figure in the total reported on nontaxable returns; and the depen-
dent's exemption will be claimed both on his own return and on that of the
taxpayer who claims him as dependent.
2 Since both birth and death put economic burdens on the family extending be-
yond the period in which the family member is alive, a sprinkling of such cases
among dependents will probably not greatly impair the economic significance of
this basis of classification; though it is awkward to have no account taken of
burdens associated with a death late in the preceding year or a birth early in the
following year.
Persons who are part-year dependents because they leave the family to marry
or to establish themselves as single consumers are taken care of by rules against
duplication. The exemption of a newly married person cannot be claimed on both
a joint return filed with his spouse and the return of his parent. The new single
consumer can be claimed as a dependent only if his earnings by the end of the
year have not accumulated to a sum that makes him taxable, and he is not taking
that exemption on his own taxablereturn;though, as noted above, his exemption
may be claimed twice if his own return is nontaxable.
Example: Suppose that a married couple earn $1,600 between them, and have a
grown daughter earning $400, to whose support they contribute $300. In prin-
ciple, the daughter is excused from filing and may not be claimed as a dependent;
so the parents should report $1,600 of income (less presumptive deductions of
$160) and $1,000 of surtax exemption, leaving $440 subject to surtax. In prac-
tice, however, they would probably claim $1,500 of surtax exemption, eliminating
all surtax liability.258 PART IX
2CHANGE OF KEY INCOME CONCEPT
Under the 1941 Act, the income concept most significant for tax
purposes was statutory net income, though a large group filing
the 'short form' were taxed on the basis of 'gross income'—a
somewhat more indefinite notion. Under the 1944 Act, the
'short form' technique applies to a much larger group of tax-
payers, and is based on a concept of 'adjusted gross income'
which is much closer4 to the concept 'total money income' com-
monly measured in family income field studies.
For the purpose of working from tax statistics back to dis-
tributions of 'total money income', tabulations based on 'ad-
justed gross income' are much more serviceable than net income
tabulations. It may prove feasible, furthermore, to tabulate on
an 'adjusted gross' basis both the taxpayers who are taxed on
that basis and those who are taxed on a net income basis.
For the purpose of working from family income field study
data toward tax estimates, taxpayers who will continue to com-
pute deductions and net income and to be taxed on this basis
must be sorted out. To this end, it may be desirable to convert
all incomes to net, using the presumptive 10 percent where
actual deductions will not be claimed.
Whereas statutory net income is the residual left after the subtraction of both
trade and business deductions (including the expenses of acquiring an income)
and personal deductions (taxes paid, interest, contributions, etc.), 'adjusted gross
income' and money incOme' are residuals left by subtraction of the former but
not the latter. The thief other differences are on the side of capital gains and
losses, which continue to affect income for tax purposes.FAMILY INCOME AND THE TAX BASE 259
Provisions of the Revenue Actof1941 concerning the Filing
Requirements, Personal Exemption, and Credit for Dependents
that apply to the Data used in this Paper
Requirements for filing returns:
Individuals, married and living with husband or wife; husband and
wife with separate incomes each to file a return unless income of
each is included in joint returns:
Combined gross income of, or exceedinga $1,500
Individuals, single, or married and not living with husband or wife
Gross income of, or exceedinga 750
Personal exemption:
Individuals, married and living with husband or wife, or head of
family 1,500
Individuals, single, or married and not living with husband or wife,
and not head of family 750
Credit for dependentsb 400
a Regardless of the amount of net income or deficit.
bIfhead of a family only because of dependent(s) for whom taxpayer is entitled
to credit, such credit is allowed for each such dependent except one.
Number of Nonfarm Families and Subfamilies with no Children
Under 18
The computation taking into account nonfarm families and subfamilies is as
follows (references being to Sixteenth Census—1940—Population and Housing:
Families—General Characteristics):
Number of nonfarn families with no children under 18 (p. 10) 14,379
Plus:
Number of subfaznilies(all subf amities were assumed to have no
children under 18) in
Nonfarm families with one subfamily (p. 28) 1,229
Nonfarmfamilies with 2 or more subfamiJies (p.28) 2 X 58=116
Total subfamilies 1,345
Equals:
All families and subfamilies 15,724
Minus:
Numberof nonfarm families consisting of just one person (and there-
fore no children) - 3,098
Equals:
Number of nonfarm families and subfamilies with more than one
person containing no children under 18 12,626260 PARTIX
APPENDIX TABLE 1
Estimated Potential Income TaxReturns,aNonfarm Consumer Units
by Taxable and Nontaxable Returns, by Approximate Statutory
Net Income and Apparent Exemption Status, 1941
(thousands of returns)
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501-1,000 2,020 70 1,380 580 2,020
5,130 2,300 120 1,630 1,080 2,830
2,001-3,000 5,480 5,040 20 190 230 440
3,001-4,000 1,600 1,500 20 70 90
4,001-5,000 540 540
Over 5,000 930 860 20 20 20 70
Total taxable 15,690 10,250 230 3,240 1,980 5,450
Nontaxable returns
$0 or negative 1,760 1,000 760 760
$1-500 8,860 3,200 100 4,040 1,530 5,670






Total nontaxable25,900 17,280 140 5,430 3,060 8,620
Grand total 41,600 27,530 360 8,660 5,040 14,070
Since figures are rounded, they will not always add to totals.
Estimated from data collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of
Home Economics in Survey of Spending and Saving, June 1942.
aPotentialreturns are those assumed to be reported under the Revenue Act of
1941 if all persons except dependents and spouses of family heads were required
to file, regardless of income. For some of the provisions of this Act, see the
Appendix.
b For definitions, see note 5 of text.FAMILY INCOME AND THE TAX BASE 261
APPENDIX TABLE 2
Estimated Number and Percentage of single and Multiple Return
Nonfarm Families, by Total Family Money Income, 1941
(thousands of families)
TOTAL NUMBER OF FAMILIES PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
FAMILY SingleMultiple SingleMultiple
MONEY return return All returnreturn All
INCOME familiesfamiliesfamilies familiesfamiliesfamilies
$0- 999 5,410 720 6,130 24.7 12.1 22.0
1,000-1,999 7,900 1,200 9,100 36.0 20.1 32.6
2,000-2,999 5,670 1,720 7,390 25.9 28.8 26.5
3,000-4,999 2,180 1,660 3,840 9.9 27.8 13.8
5,000&over 760 680 1,430 3.5 11.3 5.1
Total 21,920 5,970 27,890 100.0 .100.0 100.0
Since figures are rounded, they will not always add to totals.
Same source as App. Table 1.
Single return families are defined as families in which the entire money income
was received by husband, wife, and minor children earning less than $400.
Multiple return families are those in which the entire money income included
earnings from members who for income tax purposes would be treated as single
persons filing indcpendent returns.
APPENDIX TABLE 3
Estimated Potential Income Tax Returns, * Nonfarm Single Consumers
by Total Money Income and Approximate Statutory Net Income, 1941
(thousands of returns)
NUMBER OF POTENTIAL INCOME TAX RETURNS WITH
APPROXIMATE NET INCOME
Zero
TOTAL or $1$501 $1,001 $2,001 $3,001 $4,001
MONEY nega- - Over
INCOME Totaltive5001,0002,0003,0004,0005,000 $5,000
$0- 9993,3107501,5101,050
1,000-1,9991,270 10 20 260980
2,000-2,999 370 40100230
3,000&over 90 70 20
Total 5,0407601,5301,350 1,080230 70 20
Since figures are rounded, they will not always add to tptals.
Same source as App. Table 1.
tSee note a to App. Table 1.262 PARTJX
APPENDIXTABLE 4
Estimated Potential Income Tax Returns, * Family Members
other than Head or Spouse, Nonfarm Families,
by Total Family Money Income and by Earnings, 1941
(thousands of returns)
NUMBER OF POTENTIAL INCOME TAX RETURNS WITH EARNINGS
TOTAL
FAMILY or $1 $501 $1,001 $2,001 $3,001 $4,001
MONEY nega- - Over
INCOME Totaltive5001,0002,0003,0004,000 5,000 $5,000




5,000& over1,220 240 380430120 20 20
Total 8,660 4,0402,770 1,630190 20 20
Since figures are rounded, they will not always add to totals.
Same source as App. Table 1.
tSee note a to App. Table 1.
APPENDIX TABLE 5
Approximate Order of Magnitude of Standard Error
in Population Figures
(figures in thousands of consumer units)
APPROXIMATE








Computed by use of the formula for the standard error: e ="I(11'),where
p is the estimated proportion of the population of 30 million consumer units
(families plus single consumers), and n is the effective sample size, 1,500 cases,
computed by proper weighting of the urban and rural nonfarm samples.